Krech Ojard offers complete client representation services. Our
project experience often qualifies our professionals as experts
in their fields, and this means you have an expert on your side.
Traversing large infrastructure, marine, industrial projects can
become a daunting task for individuals that have better ways
to use their time.
Whether a project has failed and you require an engineering
or architectural professional to mitigate, or your company needs
a qualified partner in dealing with other entities, Krech Ojard
professionals are available to you.
As a client-focused company, our first goal is supporting your
needs and plans in whatever capacit y we have been retained.
Though our experience working with other A/E firms and
government agencies also makes us a good candidate for
working directly with and for you on your behalf when dealing
with others.

CALUMET SUPERIOR
Superior, Wisconsin

Krech Ojard was initially contacted by Calumet Superior,
to assist them with developing a plan to expand the
shipping of their High Sulfur Diesel product by rail in large
tank cars at their facilit y in Superior, Wisconsin. Ultimately
the project evolved to encompass 7600’ of new track and
a spill catchment and underground containment system at
the loading facilit y.
The project reconfigured some of the existing railroad tracks,
and Krech Ojard developed a construction staging plan
that allowed full use of the existing tracks until the time that
the new tracks could come into service. Additionally, since
the new configuration affected the way that BNSF Railway
services the facility, Krech Ojard coordinated with BNSF
Operations to enhance serviceability of the new facility.
Krech Ojard also provided construction administration
services, construction surveying and staking, and prepared
and solicited proposals for all switching and car handling
at the new facilit y for Calumet Superior.
Range of the scope of projects on this site involved the
spur extensions and expansions, a locomotive storage
building, control room HVAC, site lighting and switching,
a gasoline rail loadout dock spill catchment, engineering
for gasoline/asphalt loading, construction staking, and
electrical upgrades.

AMAPA RAIL STUDY
Amapa, Brazil
Due-diligence
study
to
assess existing infrastructure
to support new mining
operations in northern Brazil.
Developed an operating
plan with cost estimates
for project start-up through five years of operation,
and evaluated the existing port facility, providing
recommendations for rehabilitation, improvements, and
new construction.

PORT OF ERIE CRUISE
BOAT TERMINAL PIER
Erie, Pennsylvania
Retained by the Erie Port
Authority to provide an
independent investigation
of a 500’ long seawall
failure at the new Cruise Boat Terminal Pier within the Port of Erie.
The technical data and recommendations in this report have been
used by the Port Authority to negotiate with the original designer
and contractor to resolve responsibility for the sudden seawall
failure. Subsequent to the failure, Krech Ojard has provided plans,
specifications, and on-site construction administration services
to complete a Demolition Contract to clear the site of the failed
seawall in preparation for the new improvements. Additionally, the
Port Authority has retained Krech Ojard to provide ongoing Program
Management in planning for reconstruction of the pier site.

TRANSCANADA
Various Locations
Contracted to perform
project supervision and
reporting
functions
at
eight
of
TransCanada
Pipeline’s
compressor
stations located across the central United States. The KOA Electrical
Group was responsible for all data collection, recommendations or
remediation, and reporting as regarding deficiency findings of the
existing electrical systems. Adjustments were also made to breaker
settings from client supplied data. Project appropriate repairs were
made during the inspection and MCC cleaning progress, other items
that were of a more major maintenance requirement were noted for
inclusion in the final report. This project was essential to the client
who had acquired some of these facilities through merger and there
may have been no site documentation or only dated information
available. KOA is a LedCore approved provider of services.

DENVER WATER
Colorado
Over the past eight years Krech Ojard & Associates
has had the opportunit y to provide detailed engineering
analysis, study, cost projections, construction management,
specialt y inspections and concept/final design roles to
assist Denver Water in numerous professional engineering
objectives. Through this extensive relationship our staff has
become dually accustom to the practices detailed in Denver
Water’s Project Procedures Manual as well as Denver
Water’s overall corporate organization; providing us with
the concrete foundation needed to make your projects
successful and completed to Denver Water’s standards.

CHEESMAN DAM
Denver, Colorado
Krech Ojard’s Marine
Group
was
retained
by Denver Water to
perform an Underwater
Inspection with Sector
Scan
Technology
utilizing a Remotely Operated Vehicle ( ROV) at
Cheesman Dam in Colorado. The existing condition of
a dam trash rack underwater along with other features,
were scanned to help visualize their condition and to
help with determining volumes and conditions prior to
blasting at the dam. Underwater graphics, drawings
and calculations were developed for the client.

GROSS DAM RESERVOIR
Golden, Colorado
Hired to provide continuous
on-site Quality Control on
this deepwater construction
of the Gross Dam Reservoir.
Denver Water is the
authority responsible for water supply in the Denver and front range
area, commissioned the installation of an upstream Intake Control
Gate 300’ underwater at the Gross Dam Reservoir. This particular
72” intake tunnel supplies 30% of the water for a population
of three million people and is considered lifeline infrastructure.
Denver Water’s decision to seek specialized expertise in reviewing
underwater construction operations was made concurrently with
the start of construction and required Krech Ojard to mobilize an
engineer/diver to the job site in Colorado on very short notice.

WILLIAMS FORK DAM
Colorado
Performed
construction
management
services
for Denver Water at
their
Williams
Fork
Dam project.
Services
included: assisting Denver Water in preparing inspection
procedures and preparing a QA/QC program with procedures,
reviewing and advising Denver Water on slide gate and trash
rack installation methods and procedures, providing daily
land-based inspection and documentation of the underwater
diving construction and installation of the slide gate, trash rack
and appurtenant features, provided written daily inspection
reports to the Resident Engineer assigned to the project, and
provided a final report to Denver Water less than 30 days
after completion of Krech Ojard’s on-site assignments.
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